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Analytical Modeling of Small Semiconductor Devices Using the Relaxation Time Approximation
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A new, analytical model for small FETs is developed, where the twodimensional field effect and the non-stationary transporb effeet are
considered. A one-dimensional, two-carrier analybieal rnodel for bipolar
transistors is also presented with the non-stationary bransport effeet. In
these models, the non-sbationary transport effects are baken into accounb
using bhe energy and momentum relaxation times evaluated by Monte-Carlo
simulabions under uniform fields.
These models are applied to
submicrometer-gate GaAs FETs and AlGaAs/GaAs HBTs. The non-sbationary
transport effeets and two-dimensional field effects on bhe device operation
and the device noise charaeteristics are discussed.
I.

greafly important for practieal applications
in microwave systerns.
In this work, a new, analytical model
for the smal1 field-effeeb transistors
(FETs) is first presented. Two-dimensional
fields and carrier-density distributions are
solved, taking into account the nonstabionary elecbron transports with elecbron
energy and nomentum relaxation times. Oneelectron Monte-Car1o transport simulations
under uniform electric fields are carried
out to evaluafe fhe energy and mornenbum
relaxation times. This analytical model is
applied to submieronmeter-gabe GaAs FETs bo
investigate the device operations and the
noise characteristics.
Nexb, a one-dimensional, bwo-carrier
analytieal model for bipolar transisbors
with bhin base and collecbor layers is
developed, where the non-stationary elecbron
transports are considered using the energy

Inbroduction

The eontinuous improvements in
performanee of semiconductor devices with
higher operating frequencies and lower
switching delays have been broughb about by
the reduction in device size.
In bhese
smaI1 deviees, the bwo-dimensionality in
electric fields and the non-sbationariby in
electron transports such as velociby
overshoots and ballistic transports have
significanb effects on device operations.

Because of these effects,
device
characteristies including noise properties
can be considerably modified. As a result,
conventional device modelings( 1 )-(3), where
the electron velocity is Lhat appropriabe to
the local elecbric field, are no longer
satisfacbory for these devices.
A 1ot of computer simulations
considering these effects(4)-(7) have been
developed. However, they consume a
tremendous anount of eompufing time and
hardly allow applications to CAD tools for
device pararneter optimizaLions and circuib
simulations. Addibionally, they can hardly
be applied bo the device noise analyses

and momentum relaxabion times derived by the

Monte-Carlo simulabions.

The model is

applied to an AIGaAs/GaAs hetero-bipolar
transistor (HBT) to study the device
operations. Finally, conclusions are given.
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fI.

Analytical Model for FETs
A GaAs metal-semieonductor field-effect
transistor (MESFET) wibh highly doped p+

source and drain eontact regions selfaligned to a Schottky-barrier gate is
discussed. The device structure of the FET
is shown in Fig. 1.
In bhe analysis, the FET is divi.ded
into N sections with a width of Ax along
the source to the drain (x-axis). The shape
of a depletion layer in the m-th ( 1<rn<N)
secbion counted from the source is
approximated by a rectangle with an assumed
length e,n (y-axis direction) and a width
Ax. The val-ue of Ax is selected such that
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The Poisson equation in the depletion
layer in the m-bh section is solved as a

^(x,v)=v

device structure.
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Fig.2.
I-V characterlsticS of the GaAs
MESFET. n6: 'l . O x 1017cm-3, t :0.091rm,

#)

Lg:0.25pm, Vp:0.5V.

Bias point

, v* is the *r.ol"i. pot"ntil, vp the

A:VSO/Vp=1

.0,

Vg6/Vp=-g .4.

By connecting the solution for eaeh
section from the source to the drain, twodimensional distributions of the electric
field, veJ-oeity, and earrier density in the

pinch-off voltage, and x. and y are measured
from the source side edge on the gate
electrode of the rn-th section . An and Bare obtained by connecting the potential
V^(*, y) with that of the preceding (m-1)-bh
section at their interface.
The current conbinuity equation and the
Poisson equation in the channel give the
electric field Ex in the channel. The
elecbron energy and velocity in bhe section
are deduced from the solutions in the
preceding section using the energy and
momentum relaxation time approximation. The
assuned deplebion-1ayer length &m is
debermlned from the requirement thab bhe
electric field E; in the channel be the same
as thab in the depletion layer at their
interface.

whole FET can be obtained.
This analytical model- is applied bo a
GaAs FET with a gate lengfh of 0.25pm.

Figure 2 depicts bhe I-V charaeteristics of
the deviee with a pinch-off voltage of 0.5V.
For reference , fhe resul t of the
eonventional sirnulation assuming the
eleetron velocity is determined by the local_
electrie field is plotted by broken 1ines.
The drain current and transconductance (e,n)
exhibit about fwo-times enhancemenb compared
to the conventional resul_t, due bo the nonstationary transporb effecb. As a result,
the FET has an excellent performance wibh g,o
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of 66OmS/mm and f1 of 180GHz at the bias
polnt A in Fig. 2,
The drain eurrent shows a weak
saturabion in bhe small FET. This is
because the drain current safuration
mechanism resulting from the el-ectron
veloeity saturation at the high field does
nob work effeetively due bo the elecbron
velociby overshoob effect.
Instead, Lhe
current saturation nechanism resulting from
the bwo-dimensional field effect around the
drain edger so called Shockley mechanism,
plays a major role. The latter causes the
weak saturation and the drainconductance enhancement.
These
characberistics are the sane as those
obtained by many-partiele Monte-Carlo
simulations(4).
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Fig.3. Electron velocity(v), energy(e),
and density(n) of the GaAs MESFET along the
channel from the source bo the drain.

S:Source edge, D:Drain edge.
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Figure 3 shows the electron _r.
velocity, energy, and densiby along 'g
x
the ehannel- at the bias point A. The
veloeity reaches 2.3 times of the
steady-stafe peak velocity. The energy
rises up to 440meV around the drain edge.
The potential distributions in the FET are
plotted in Fig. 4. It can be seen thab the
reasonabl-e bwo-dimensional distributions are
obtained using the analytical technique.
Since the major noise source in the
FETs at microwave frequeneies is the thermal
noise produced in the condueting channel,
the noise characteristics can be expected to
be modified considerably due to the hotelectron effects(7)
Figure 5 shows the
(Uf1
minimum noise figure
of the intrinsic
'l
FETs at
OGHz calculabed using f he
equivalent temperature obtained in this
model. It can be seen that the O.25pm-gate
FET has NF less than 0.5d8 without parasitic
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Fig.5. Noise characteristics of the
intrinsic GaAs MESFET versus drain current.
16 is the drain current and Idss the
saturated drain current.
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shows the electron velocity, the electron

energy, and bhe density of electrons and
holes in bhe HBT. Ib can be seen bhab a
large velociby overshoob exceeding 108cm/s
oceurs at the base-collecbor inberface due
bo the high field in a reverse-biased p-n
junction. The base and collector transit
times can be estimated to be 1.6ps and
2.4ps, respecbively,
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New, analytical models for the smallFETs and bipolar transistors have been
presented, where non-stationary bransport
effects have been taken into account using
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the reLaxation time approximations The
models have been applied to submicronmetergate GaAs FETs and AlGaAs/GaAs HBTs with
thin base and collecbor layers.
Since analytical methods have been
employed in these models, they need nob so
much computing bime, and can be applied to
deviee design tools for device pararneter
optimizations, for circuit simulabions, and
for device noise characteristics analyses.
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Fig.6.

Electron velocity(v),
electron
energy(e), and density of eleebrons(n) and
froles(p) in the AJGaAslGaAs HBT. The base
tayer-i ioooA, 1019cm-3 (p--tyqe). The
cotlector layer:20004 , 16-l'/gm-J (n-type).
An origin of the x-axis is taken at the
interface between the base and the
collector.
III.
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Model for

Conclusions
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